CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
Chapter V is the final chapter of the study. In this chapter the writer concludes all the analysis that the writer had done in the chapter IV. In addition the writer also gives some suggestions for the students of English department who are interested in studying literature, especially in studying the play.

5.1 Conclusion

In conducting his study the writer discusses one of Hendrik Ibsen's play, *The Master Builder*. Since the purpose of this study is to analyze the character, the writer uses Graham Little's point of analyzing character as his guidance to analyze the play sistematically.

From the first question of the statement of the problem concerning the physical and mental qualities of the protagonist, the writer reveals that Halvald Solness is a man who has a good looking appearance and a successful career in business. He can be considered as a lucky person in material things. But all his luck in material things are very contradictive with his married life and his mental qualities. Halvald Solness does not have a happy life like other family because of his wife behavior since the death of their children. His fear toward the youth that he believes is going to take over his position as master builder also has ruines his life. His paranoid feeling has drifted him
to be a stubborn and a selfish person toward people around him. His fear makes every action and behavior that he does become such annoyed to other people.

Based on the second question of the statement of the problem concerning the protagonist relationship with other characters, the writer concludes that the protagonist has bad relationship with almost all the characters in the play. Basically, almost all his bad relationships with other characters are caused by his own fear to the youth. His relationship with Aline Solness, his wife does not go smoothly because of Halvald Solness behavior toward the women. Halvald Solness behavior often causes Aline Solness' jealousy, not only that their unhappy life is also caused by the lost of their children since Aline Solness never forgives herself for the death of their children. Halvald Solness' relationship with Knut Brovick is not a good relationship either, their relationship is a relationship which full of hate. Knut Brovick hates Halvald Solness because Halvald Solness is the one who broke him and forced him to be one of his employee. Halvald Solness with his stubborness and selfishness also rejects Knut Brovick's request to give his son a recommendation. The rejection of Halvald Solness causes Knut Brovick's hatred, he feels Halvald Solness's action is not fair for him. On the other hands, Halvald Solness thinks that he has to do what he thinks is right for him, therefore their relationship can not go well. Halvald Solness' relationship with Ragnar Brovick is not a good relationship either. Similar with his father, Ragnar also hates Halvald Solness, he considers that Halvald Solness's actions and attitude toward him, his father and his fiancee are not tolerable. Ragnar feels that Halvald Solness has pushed him too long for his own benefit. The relationship between Halvald Solness
and Kaja Fosli is not a fair relationship too. Kaja with her love is willing to to anything for him, she even willing to break up her engagement with her fiance only to be able to stay with him. But, all her love does not worth a little bit in Halvald solness' eyes. Halvald Solness Does not like her at all, he only wants to use her in order to make her fiance, Ragnar gives up the idea of working independently. Halvald Solness and Hilde Wangel relationship is very different with others relationship. Hilde Wangel with her love and dream are able to change Halvald Solness. As a result, Halvald Solness is willing to to do different things such as: giving his recommendation to Ragnar and climbing a high building only for her. They even plans to build their happy home together. It seems their relationship is good for them, but it is not fair for Halvald Solness' wife.

Concerning the last question of the statement of the problem, which is about wheter or not the protagonist embody the theme. It is obvious that the protagonist attitudes, actions, and behaviors which drifted by his own fear are able to embody the theme. His fear toward the youth has give him a heavy burden and bad effects for him and for the people around him. Finally, he tries to start his new life with Hilde Wangel. He proves to Hilde Wangel that he is able to stand up in the high building as Hilde Wangel's request. Finally, He is succeed to reach and stand up in the high building, but it is not for long, he slipts, falls down, and dies miserably.
5.2 Sugestion

In conducting the analysis of the protagonist on Hendrik Ibsen's play *The Master Builder*, the writer finds that the conflict that occurs in the protagonist because of his fear to the youth is very interesting and challenging to be analyze. It is very interesting and challenging since we are all going to be old someday. Therefore to analyze the conflict that happen in the protagonist can be used to enrich our vision and mind concerning the old and the youth. Finally, the writer suggests that the English students to analyze the protagonist's conflict as the subject of their thesis.
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